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e extract salt ftom the sea and
exploit deposits of gas, iron and

other minerals. We create air-conditioned
towns with green lawns, and plant trees
where none grew before. For a hundred
years or more, pioneering pastoralists
have grazed sheep and then cattle on the
once seemingly endless pastures.

But to those who look past tie tnnsient
monuments ofmodern humans, and see
through the mask of an apparently
immutable landscape moulded by nature
over countless ages, there are other
contrasts and other changes. Woodlands
of mulga trees live juxtaposed with
grasslands dominated by spinifex, that
hummock-shaped perenn ia l  g rass
renowned for being so prickly.

The woodlands are shady, often with
an understorey of shrubs that vary with
the site on which they grow. There are
blue- or red-flowered eremophilas, yellow-
flowered cassias and, after rain, a
bewildering array of brightly coloured
annuals. Where cyclonic storms inundate
low-lying flats the understorey changes
to metre-deep swards of kangaroo grass.
After rain the kangaroo grass sends up
tufts of green leaves and copper-coloured
flowering spikes. Later it produces seeds
with silky barbs that work their way
through the best of socks to torment
tender ankles.

There are, of course, many animals
that relish these woodlands. They include
arboreal geckos that emerge at night to
prcy on unwary insects, and dragon lizards
thatwait at the entrances of mulga ants'
nests, gobbling up the artisans as they
emerge, then retreating to the safety of
the mulga tree's lower branches to sleep
off full stomachs.

Mulga ants and specialised lizards
are not the only animals that depend on
mulga woodlands. There are many others
such as thornbills, warblers, and those
gems, the unobtrusive, pastel-coloured
Bourke's parrots that feed on the seeds
they find on the ground under mulga
trees. Mulga trees provide safety for the
parrots when they are threatened and
nesting holes when the breeding urge
takes hold.

Metres away from a clump of mulga
the ground is hot and stony. Spinifex
strives to cover it but seldom manages to
occupy more than half of the space
available. Despite this it provides for the
needs of an impressive assortment of

animals that have adapted to thrs
seemingly inhospitable habitat. Amongst
their specialisations is the ability to recover
from frequent fires, for spinifex is a fire
friendly fuel. It is well aerated and rich
in flammable oils.

Lightning, carelessly thrown matches,
or, before the advent of European man,
Aborigines'fire sticks, frequently set the
spinifex alight. A breeze is all that is
needed tospread the fire from hummock
to hummock. Fannedby agoodwind the
fires can cover many square kilometres
and burn for week. Spinifex grasslands
have evolved with fire. All the animals
and plants that inhabit them have

I Many geckos live in mulga trees,
I emerging at night to hunt insects.
I This one is Diptodoclglus slrophorus.
Photo - Jiri Lochman v

I White cassia. Cassias are common
I elements of mulga woodlands and
! spinifex grasslands.
Photo - Jiii Lochman vv

mechanisms that ensure survival or the
capacity to recolonise the burnt areas,
provided, of course, the fires are not too
frequent and extensive.

ln contrast, fire often kills mulga
trees, letting the sun's heat onto the
ground. Animals and plants dependent
on the shade and protection of the trees
perish. A few that can tolerate the harsher
conditions persist, and some, including
the fire-prone spinifex, flourish. With
time, the woodland should regenerate
and be recolonised,

In the Pilbara, Aborigines probably
secured the mulga woodlands. making
firebreals around them by cleverly patch-
burning in the gnsslands. But Aboriginal
people have migrated lo townships,
abandoning thousands of years of
traditional practice.

The result is change. Fires now burn
into the mulga from the spinifex. Some
ofthe once-safe woodlands are retreating,
their place apparently being taken by
spinifex grasslands.
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S P I N I F E X

Spinifex is the common name given
to several species of grass that belong to

. the genera friodio and Plect@chne.
Botanists often refer to these grasses as
hummock grasses or, occasionally,
porcupine grass to distinguish them from
quite ditferent grasses belonging to the
genus sp,nifex. The lattergrowon coastal
dunes. Photo - Tony Start

disturbances. These include alteration
to drainage, and grazing by cattle, donkeys
and feral horses.

Similarly, woodlands on the rocky
ridges can burn. Here, the sparse, woody
shrubs that grow below the mulga canopy
produce little fuel. They can burn, but
they do so very infrequently.

0n the flats, mulga persists, suggesting
that this community is fairly resilient;

but it is still not completely safe. Indeed,
when the kangaroo grass has flourished
after good cyclonic rains and then died
ofi there are times of great danger.

But the relatively gentle slopes where
the understorey is diverse are the most
vulnerable sites. In fact, in much of the
Pilbara, it is now difficult to find intact
mulga woodlands on gentle slopes. It
seems that the spinifex that was part of

the understorey flourishes after f ircs,
creating a highly flammable stage in the
regeneration cycle. Today's fire regimes,
without the complex pattern of patch
burns that Aboriginal people creareo
outside the woodlands, increase the
likelihood of repeat fires before the
woodland has reformed.

GOING, GOING...?
Extensive areas of dead and charred

mulga stags standing defiantly over dense
spinifex grasslands are mute evidence of
the changes occurring on slopes in the
Pilbara, A few more years, a few more
fires, and even the dead sturnps will have
gone: people will not know that there
was ever awoodland there. Gone toowill
be the diversearray ofanimals and plants
that depended on the woodland structure
- at least they will have gone from those
sites, and those confined to tnar
community will be gone from the area.

CALM staffare aware of the dangers.
They have started a long-term research
project to find out more about the
characteristics and the composition of
the different communities and to locate
the most lulnerable ones in tie Hamersley
Range National Park, where patch-buming
is being reintroduced. The aim ofallthis
work is to make sure that, at least ln
nature reserves and national parks, good
management will ensure that the diversity
of the mulga woodlands persists. o

I Th€re is l i tt le chance that regenerating
I mulga wil l survive the next f ire in thrs
I spinifex.
Photo - Tony Start <

I Mulga woodland on scree slopes has a
I sparse understorey that seldom carnes
I fire.
Photo ' Tony Start <

The authors are members of the
Research Division of CALM. They have
all lived or worked in the Arid Zone for
many years. They are researching the
problems of fire management in mulga
\roodlands in the Pilbara Region. Tony
Start and Phil Fuller can be contacted
at CALM's Wildlife Research Centre on
(09) 405 5100. Stephen van Leeuwen
and Bob Bromilow are based at CALM'S
Karratha office and can be contacted
on (091) 868 288.
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Mulga and lire - at best an uneasg
relationship - sometimes s|mbiotic,
sometimes disastrous. Find out uhen
and where on poge 20.

The Kimberleg's rugged grandeur is
deceptiuelg fragile. Addi tional resentes
managed by CALM help protect the
region's delicote. complex and diuerse
ecosgstens. See page 35.
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ANDREWBURBIDGE

COMPETING FOR PARADISE
KEVIN KENNEALLY & NORM MCKENZIE ..... 35

WICKED DECEPTIONS
SUZANNECURRY

PoISON PEAS: DEADLY PROTECTORS
STEVEHOPPER

20

Cloud-capped Blulf Knoll, majestically
brooding sentinel of the Stirling
Range. Does it hold a secret in its
stonv heart - perhaps the answer to the
missing mommal mgsterv? See story
on page 9.

A westem swamp tortoise
(Pseudemydura umbrina| Could this
be one of the last to be photographed?
Not if CALM', ten-lear recouery plon
succeeds. See page 28 for details.
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An uncommon dragor, Caimaniops
amphiboluriodes inhabits mulg a
shrubs. Mang other dragon lizards
orefeA horsher habltats such as rock-
pttes CnA Sqlt lqEelDeAs. Jee paQe 51.
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flt kkelbeds. See page 51.

Cmtral netted dragon (Ctenophorus
inermis), one of the more than 60
species of dragon lizard that inhabit
the arid and semi-arid parts of
Austrolia. The acute eAesight and
swiftness of dragon lizards are essential
in order to auoid predators and to
capture food. See page 51.
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